Enterprise Timetabler
Training Worksheet 9
Aim of this worksheet: At the end of this worksheet you will be able to:






Find and resolve Scheduling Problems
Create problem waivers.
Distinguish between waived and unwaived problems.
Delete a waiver (unwaive a problem).
Find and remove redundant waivers.

1. Creating a problem waiver
Enterprise Timetabler allows the user, if authorised, to break scheduling constraints. There is also the potential for data to change after scheduling.
The capacity of a location might be reduced by adding storage cupboards with the result that it is no longer adequate for the size of the activity.
The real size of an activity may be greater than its planned size so that switching to use real size causes the location to be seen as too small. In all
such cases a Scheduling Problem is created. The presence of a problem indicates some kind of inconsistency in the scheduling data; a location
that is too small, a member of staff that is double-booked or exceeding their contracted hours etc.
While some Scheduling Problems require a remedy, others can be overlooked. For example, it may be considered acceptable to accommodate a
class of 102 students in a lecture theatre that has a capacity of 100 on the assumption that it is unlikely that all students will attend on any given
week and some students may drop the subject after the first few weeks. A member of staff may agree to work hours in excess of what is dictated
by their contract in a few weeks in exchange for time off elsewhere in the year.
In cases where the problem can be overlooked, the user may, if authorised, create a Waiver. When a problem is waived the user must add some
text explaining why it is acceptable for the problem to be tolerated. Enterprise Timetabler will record the date and time when the problem was
waived and the user name of the person who created the waiver.

1.1.

Exercise 1 - Finding and Resolving a Scheduling Problem

The number of scheduling problems currently being tolerated is indicated in the Status Pane. Click on the Scheduling Problems button (to the left
of the number) to view the Scheduling Problems. This will enable the Activity Filter and open the status tab to display problems.
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The full problem description can be viewed either by extending the width of the Views Pane or by hovering the mouse over the description field.
In the example you should see 3 problems associated with Maximum Hours Constraints; Bowers is breaking a constraint on 2 occasions and
Chapland on 1.

Select the first problem involving Bowers by clicking on the appropriate row. Then click the Apply Filter button.
The Activities Spreadsheet will update to show the activities involved in the selected problem. The same activities will be displayed in the
Timetable Grid.
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An examination of the Timetable Grid makes it obvious what the problem is: The six activities taking place on Thursday result in Bowers
teaching a total of 7 hours for that day when there is a constraint in place limiting the total to 5. To resolve the issue you must move two hours of
activity to another day or allocate them to a different member of staff, or both.
Select the activity BUS 108/Tut/06, currently at 16:00, and click and drag to reschedule it at 12:00 on Wednesday. Now select BUS 108/Tut/06. In
the Resources tab, reallocate the activity to Armitage. Note that the problem has now disappeared. Open the Maximum hours section again and
you will see only 2 problems.
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The following points should be noted by the user in relation to this operation:
•

Problems are sometimes associated with a particular activity; for example, an activity that is scheduled at a day / time other than that
which is suggested will have a Scheduling Problem. In such a case, there will only be a single activity associated with the problem.

•

Alternatively, a problem may be associated with some other object. In the example above, none of the activities, by itself, has a problem.
The combination of many activities allocated to the same member of staff is what causes the problem, so the problem “belongs” to the
member of staff, not to the activities. The activities are, however, involved with the problem. Applying the filter to the problem will find
and display all the Activities involved with the problem.

Exercise 2 - Resolving a Scheduling Problem

1.2.

Resolve the second Scheduling Problem for Bowers. You can use any combination of rescheduling and reallocation that works to resolve the
problem.
The following points should be noted by the user in relation to this operation:
•

As you make adjustments to the timetable, the Activity Filter is updated accordingly. It is therefore possible that as a result of an
adjustment you make the activity is no longer involved with the problem. An example would be resolving a Maximum Hours violation
by allocating an activity to another member of staff. The activity would cease to be a contributing factor to the problem and will therefore
disappear from view.
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1.3.

Exercise 3 - Waiving a Scheduling Problem

Select the remaining Maximum Hours problem and click on Apply Filter. You will see the activities involved in the problem as shown below:

In this case the member of staff, Chapland, is working 5.5 hours within the same day but there are sound reasons for having the practical sessions
on the same day as the lecture and practical reasons for running two practical sessions with different groups of students back-to-back. In such a
case you might choose to Waive the Scheduling Problem.
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To Waive the problem, select Actions | Waive Problem from the menu as shown below:

You will then be prompted to enter a reason for the Waiver. This should be text that explains why the Scheduling Problem can be overlooked.
To see existing Waivers open the Waivers section of the Status tab of the Activity
Filter.

You will then see a list of all the Waivers that currently exist.
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A Scheduling Problem that has been waived can be unwaived using the Unwaive problem option on the Action menu. This will delete the
previously created Waiver. Selecting a Waiver and deleting it using the Delete waiver option will have a similar effect. The Scheduling Problem
will be reinstated.
It is possible for a Waiver to become redundant. This will occur if the Scheduling Problem that it was waiving is resolved. To illustrate: Select the
Waiver that is currently against a problem for Chapland and click Apply Filter. You will see the activities that contribute to the problem.
Reduce the duration of the activity CHE303/LEC/01 by half an hour (click and drag on the right hand edge of the activity). This will resolve the
problem as Chapland is now allocated 5 hours in the day. Examine the Waivers section of the Status tab. Note that the Waiver still exists but is now
redundant.

If you were to extend the duration of the activity again (note that you would need to enable constraint breaking mode and change constraint
options to achieve this) the existing Waiver would be reapplied to the problem; the Waiver would cease to be redundant.
The following points should be noted by the user in relation to this operation:
•

•

1.4.

Waivers are persistent objects. Having waived a Scheduling Problem it is possible for the scope of the problem to be extended without the
need for an additional Waiver. For example, a member of staff breaking a Maximum Hours constraint by 1hr could be assigned additional
activities in the same time block without the need for a new Waiver each time an activity is added. This is because the Scheduling
Problem (member of staff exceeds Maximum Hours in Time Block) has not changed. The fact that the hours are now exceeded by a
greater number does not constitute a new problem.
On the other hand, if a new Scheduling Problem is created, even if it of the same type and applies to the same object, it will not be waived
by an existing Waiver. For example, if an activity were added such that a member of staff was now breaking the Maximum Hours
constraint for a different Time Block, that would constitute a new problem.

Exercise 4 – Deleting a redundant waiver

In time, you might accumulate a number of redundant Waivers. If you determine that (a) these waivers will never be required again or (b) you
determine that users can be expected to create a fresh Waiver for any problem that is resolved and later recreated then you can delete redundant
Waivers.
Select the redundant Waiver and use Action | Delete waiver from the menu.
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The following points should be noted by the user in relation to this operation:
•

Deletion of a Waiver cannot be undone.
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